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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper, imprimitive linear groups generated by elements with an 
eigenspace of codimension 2 are investigated. The case where the representation 
is quasiprimitive is contained in [6, 8, 9, 131. Groups generated by elements 
containing an eigenspace of codimension 1 were considered by such authors 
as Shephard and Todd [12], Mitchell [IO], and Coxeter [2, 31. The groups in 
this paper correspond to the groups G(m, p, n) of Section 2.1 of [12]. 
We let G be a finite imprimitive irreducible linear group with corresponding 
representation X over the complex vector space I’ of dimension n. Assume 
G is generated by elements g such that X(g) has eigenvalues 01,fl, y,..., y. We 
can obtain a group projectively equivalent to G by multiplying by scalar matrices, 
and hence we will assume y  = 1. So G is generated by elements with eigenvalues 
a9 8, l,..., 1 which we term special elements. As X is imprimitive, V = 
V, @ -.* @ V, where ViX(g) = Vj f  or all i and g E G. By irreducibility 
dim( Vi) = dim(&) for all i and the action is transitive. By the eigenvalues 
of the generators and irreducibility, it is easy to see that X(G) permutes one or 
two dimensional spaces. In Sections 2 and 3 we deal with the monomial groups, 
and in Section 4 we deal with the groups permuting two-dimensional spaces. 
We will identify G with X(G). 
2. PERMUTATION GROUPS IN THE MONOMIAL CASE 
Let D be the diagonal subgroup of G when G is a monomial group. As stated 
in Section 3, H = G/D corresponds to a permutation group generated by a 
set of transpositions, double transpositions, or three cycles. The following 
theorem, proved independently by Curtis [4], classifies H. The notation A * B 
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means the semidirect product of the group A by B; E,,, is elementary abelian 
of order 2”. The generators given will be used in the next section. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let H be a transitive permutation group on Q = {I, 2,..., n} 
generated by a set 9 C {transpositions, double transpositions, 3-cycles}. Then H 
is one of the following: 
I. A, 
II. s, 
III. n even: 
En,, * &z/2 = ((1,2), (3,4L (n - 1,4> 
* <(1,3X2,4), (3, 5)(4,6),..., (n - 3, n - l>(n - 2,4> 
IV. neven: 
-ha-z),z * G/2 = ((1, 2)(3,4), (3,4)(5,6),..., (n - 3, n - 2)(n - 1, 4) 
* ((1,3)(2,4), (3, 5)(4,6),..., (n - 3, n - l)(n - 2,4> 
V. n = 5: D,, = ((1, 2)(3,4), (2, 3)(4, 5)) 
VI. n = 6: A, = ((1,2)(X 41, (2,3)(4,5), (3,4)(5,6)) 
VII. n = 7: PSL,(7) = ((1, 2)(3,4), (1,3)(5,6), (1, 5)(2,7)) 
VIII. n = 8: E, * PSL,(7) = AGJ2) 
= <(1,2)(3,4), (1, ?)(5,6), (L5)(2,7), (5,6)(7,8)). 
Proof. Suppose .Y contains a 2-cycle. Let HI be the subgroup of H generated 
by 2-cycles. If HI is transitive, by [14, Theorem 13.31, II holds. If HI is intransi- 
tive, since H is transitive, the orbits of HI are of equal length and are permuted 
transitively by double transpositions and 3-cycles. So the orbits have length 2 
and H contains no 3-cycles. This clearly gives III. 
Suppose Y has a 3-cycle and no transpositions. Let H, be generated by 
3-cycles. As orbits of H, are of length at least 3 and are permuted by double 
transpositions, H, is transitive and I holds by [14, Theorem 13.31. 
So assume 9 has only double transpositions. We may also assume H has 
no 2- or 3-cycles and Y contains all the double transpositions. First assume Y 
contains a pair of elements fixing n - 5 points and is transitive on the remaining 
5 points. We may assume we have 7i = (1, 2)(3,4), ~a = (2,3)(4, 5). If n = 5, 
we get V. Assume n > 6. There is 7s E Y where 7s = (1,6)(a, 6). If 
{a, b} n (2, 3,4} = ra , (T~TJ* is a 3-cycle. If {a, b) C (2, 3,4, 5}, to avoid 3-cycles 
we may assume T3 = (1,6)(2, 3), which will lead to VI if n = 6. If n > 7, 
there is 7p E Y where TV = (1, 7)(c, d). If {c, d} n (2, 3,4} = 0, (T~T~)~ is a 
3-cycle. If {c, d} C {2,3,4, 5,6}, by the proof of Lemma 5.1 of [9] H = A, , 
a contradiction. So d = 8, c E (2, 3,4}; but (T*T~)~, (TUT*)*, (TOTS)* are 3-cycles, 
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respectively, a contradiction. So we may assume (ri , 7s , ~a) is transitive on 
{I ,..., 7}, again contradicting [9]. 
Suppose n > 7 and you have a subgroup HI generated by double transposi- 
tions fixing n - 7 points and acting transitively on 7 points. By Lemma 5.1 
of [9] this group is P,%,(7) which is doubly transitive on, say, (I,..., 7). If 
n = 7, VII holds. Assume n > 8. Let pi = (1,2)(3, 4) be in this group. Then 
there is a 7s = (I, 8)(5, a). If a < 8, then (HI , 7s) is triply transitive on 
(I,..., S}. If n > 9, there is a us = (I, 9)(6, c) which by triple transitivity has 
{b, c} n {2,3,4) = m, giving (TlT$ a 3-cycle. If a > 8, we have (T1T2)’ a 
3-cycle. So 71 = 8. As 1 H ( ) I A, 1 and 8 ) P%,(7)) 1 I HI, 1 H 1 = 8 / PSL,(7)1. 
There is no simple group of this order. Let K 4 H, 1 + K f H. As K n HI Q 
HI , then I K 1 = 2,4, or 8. Ifrr has order 7 in HI , as CAB(r) = (rr), examining 
<:K, 7r) gives I K 1 = 8. As HI N a subgroup of Aut(K), K _N Es . This gives 
VIII. 
Now suppose H contains no subgroups generated by double transpositions 
which are transitive on 5 or 7 letters fixing n - 5 or IZ - 7 letters. Then a 
product of two elements of Y has order 1,2,3, or 4. Assume we have a product 
of order 4, i.e., 71 = (1,2)(3, 4), 72 = (1, 5)(2, 6). There is a ~a = (1, X)(-Y, z) 
where x E {3, 7). If x = 7, and 2 $ (y, z}, then y or z E {3,4) and y or z E (5, 6) 
by examining 71~2 and T*T~ , giving (ri , T2 , Ta j transitive on { 1, 2,... , 7). So 
-ra = (1, 7)(2,8). Suppose we never have (1,3)(r, s) and that we have (1,2)(3,4), 
(1, WZ 9, (1, Y,)(~,Y,),..., (1, Y~+J(Z yznJ where y1 I yn ,..., ysrn are distinct 
and >7. By transitivity on (1, 2, 5, 6, y1 ,..., yam} there is an element 7 = 
(1, a)(b, c) where a $ {I, 2, 5, 6, yi ,..., ~a,,,}. By assumption a ${3,4) as 
T2T1T2( 1, 4)(Y’, S')T2TlT2 = (1, 3)(y,S). s o a =yam+r andas above b = 2. IfcE{3,4,5, 
6 ~1 I..., ~a,n), r times a previous element constructed has order 5 or is a 3-cycle. 
so c = y2m,+2 . Continuing inductively {3,4) is an orbit, a contradiction. So 
we may assume x = 3. Examining ~~7~ , I{y, z} n (2, 5,6}1 = 1. If y = 5 or 6, 
,z # 4 by examining 71~2 and (71 , rr , 73) is transitive on (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, z}. 
Examining TOTS we must have T2 = (1, 3)(2,4). 
So we have (1, 2)(3, 4), (1, 5)(2, 6), (1, 3)(2,4). Then there exists (1, 7)(a, 6) 
and we conclude (a, b) must be (2,8). If we have (1,2)(3,4), (1,3)(2,4), 
(1, W, 6), (11~l)(2,~2),..., (LY,,-J(~,Y~,) where y1 ,y2 ,...,Y~~ are distinct 
and greater than 6, we can obtain (1, y2m+l )(a, 6). As above we conclude a = 2 
and hence b $ {3,4, 5, 6, yI ,..., yam}. Hence we may assume 71 is even and we 
have f4 = ccl, 2x3,4), (1,3x2,4), (1, 5)(2,6), (1, 7)(2, 8),..., (l,n - 1)(2, +. 
If T = (a, b)(c, d) E 9 conjugating by an element in HI , we may assume a = 1. 
As the stabilizer in HI of 1 and 2 is transitive on {3,..., n}, we may assume 
b = 2 or 3. If b = 2, to avoid 3-cycles, 7 = (1,2)(2i - 1, 2i). But (1, 2)(3,4), 
(3,4)(5, 6), (3, 4)(7, 8) ,..., (3,4)(n - 1, n) E HI and hence so is T. If b = 3, and 
{c, d} n {2,4} # O, to avoid 3-cycles 7 = (1, 3)(2,4). Find i > 2 such that 
{c, d) n (2~’ - 1,2i} # e. To avoid a product of order 5, c E (2i - I, 2i1, 
de(2j - I, 2j) j #i, j > 2. Then as (2i - 1, 2i)(2j - 1,2j)E HI, :‘T, (I, 
481/63/z-15 
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2i - 1)(2,2i), (1,2j - 1)(2,2j), (2i - 1,2i)(2j - 1,2j)) is transitive on (1,2, 3, 
2i- 1,2i,2j- 1,2j}, a contradiction. So H = HI , giving IV. 
Finally assume a product of 2 elements in 9 has order 1, 2, or 3. We may 
assume we have 7r = (1,2)(3,4) and ~a = (1, 5)(3, 6). Then we have 
T = (1, a)(& c) where a 4 (2, 5}. If a = 3 or 4, 1 ~~7 1 = 4 or 5 unless 
T = (1, 3)(2,4) or (1,4)(2, 3). But ~-r( 1,4)(2, 3) = (1, 3)(2,4) and I( 1,3)(2,4) 7s ] 
= 4. Similarly a # 6. So we may assume a = 7. If both 6, c < 7, then 
(71 > 72 > T) is transitive on 7 letters unless (b, c) = (2, 5), (3, 4), (3, 6) or (4, 6). 
We obtain, respectively, 1 TUT j = 4, TUT is a 3-cycle, TUT is a 3-cycle, and 
T~T~T~T = (1, 7)(2, 5) (the first case). So T = (1, 7)(b, 8). If b 6 (2, 3,4) n (3, 5,6}, 
TT~ or TT~ have order 6. So b = 3. 
Suppose we have (1,2)(3,4), (1, 5)(3,6), (1, 7)(3,8) ,..., (1,2i - 1)(3,2i). We 
may assume we have 7 = (1, ~)(y, z) where x $ (1, 2, 5, 7 ,..., 2i - I>, Also as 
above x f 3 or 4. If x E (6, 8, 10 ,..., 2i) as (y, z} n {3,4} # 0, 7 = (1, 2j)(3, z) 
or (1,2j)(4, .z). In the first case 1 ~(1, 2j - 1)(3,2j)l = 5 unless z = 2j - 1 
yielding T’ = T(1, 2j - 1)(3, 2j) = (1, 3)(2j - 1, 2j) and ( ~‘(1,2)(3, 4)( = 4. 
In the second case I ~(1, 2j - 1)(3, 2j)l = 4 or 5. So T = (1, 2i + 1)(3, z) or 
(1, 2i + 1)(4, x). In the first case to avoid products of order 5 or 3 cycles, we 
may assume z = 22’ + 2. In the latter l(l, 5)(3,6)~ I = 6 unless z = 3, 5, or 6. 
Ali yield contradictions. Th us we may assume pt is even and we have 
(1,2x3,4), (1, 5)(3, 6), (1, 7)(3, 8b.., (1, rz - 1)(3, n). By transitivity there is a 
7 = (1, ~)(y, z) E y with x # { 1, 2, 5, 7 ,..., n - 1). This yields a contradiction 
as above. 
3. THE MONOMIAL GROUPS 
In this section, we describe the monomial groups generated by special 
elements. 
We adopt the following notation throughout. A diagonal element is denoted 
[r~, 2/3,..., nr]. A presubscript on a diagonal entry will tell its position, unless 
it is obvious; so in LOI, a/3 ,..., nr], (II is in the first position, fi in the second, etc. 
Also from now on, if an entry is not recorded in a diagonal element it is a 1. 
A monomial element will be written as da where d is diagonal and u is a permuta- 
tion; the matrix form of u is A where z+4 = vi0 if {or ,..., vn} is a basis of our 
space. It is easy to see that special elements are diagonal or one of the following 
types: 
Type 1: [ . . . . i~ ,..., j/? ,... ](i, j) with eigenvalues 7, -7, l,..., 1 where T* = c@; 
Type 2: [ . . . . 1~ ,..., q1 ,..., k(- 1) ,... ](i, j) with eigenvalues - 1, -1, l,..., 1; 
Type 3: [ . . . . i~ ,,.,, # ,..., B(q5)-1 ,... ](i, j, K) with eigenvalues w, G, I,..., 1 
where w = @i/3. 
Type 4: [ . . . . ‘i~ ,..., @ ,..., k/3 ,..., &l,... ](i, j)(K, 1) with eigenvalues - 1, - 1, 
1 1. I..., 
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TABLE I 
Group 
Generators Generators 
n ofD IDI of ilfz Conditions 
1 ?I>3 D C.8 en-If a1 I..., an-1 2” 1 e, 25-I If 
2 ?l=4 D h C.8 > 2e3f a1 , % , 03 2” / e, 2”-’ If, 2+’ II e 
3 iI=4 D P.cJ > -I 2e3f Sl 7 S? , s3 2fp 
4 N = 4 D 2 p.g, 4e”f Sl 2 $2 T s3 2fe 
5 n=3 D e.g , c3 3eZf 01 > a2 2” / I? , 2’-’ If, 3’-’ /i e 
6 n=3 D e,g I -I Ze?f "1, a2 2” == 1,2fe 
7 n=3 D c.* , --I, CY 6e’f *1 > a2 2”- 1,2~r,3”-‘lje 
8 n=3 D e.g $f s; 7 s; 27e 
9 n = 3 D e.g I c:> 3ezf s; , s; 2 -Y e, 3’-’ ,I e 
a; = [ . . . . c1, i+I” ,... ](i, i + 1); 1 II 1 = 2”; S‘ = [I, 1, - I, I]( I) 2); 
s2 = [I, 1, 1, -m1](2, 3); St = [l, -1, 1, 1](3,4); s; = [I, 1, -l](l, 2); 
s; = r-1, I, ll(2, 3); b, = [b&P-', B,B-'I; I B I = 29 
c3 = [Y, y-2, rl; I Y I = 3” 
We now state the results in table form. (See Tables I-I\‘.) Let D be the 
diagonal subgroup of G and G = G/D. Then G = DM where M is a partial 
complement of D in G generated by monomial matrices with nontrivial per- 
mutation parts. Let E be a primitive eth root of unity. Let D,., = -(el , e, ,..., e,) 
where ei = [..., in ,..., ,~-l] for 1 ,( i ,( n - 1 and e, = [ ..,, ,+g] where g 1 e. So 
1 D,,, 1 = en-lf where f  = e/g. When n is even, let DC,S,j,T = ,,‘.f, ,..., fn) 
where fr = [@, I,... 1, fsi = [ . . . . Bimr&, 9i~ ,... 1, and fii+, =: [c-‘,..., ei+l~r ,... 1. So 
1 De,8,i,r / = e91Wn-Z)!y where f  = e/g, s = e/r, and Y 1 g. The notation .YY I/ z 
means xv 1 z and xg+l f  z. 
We now prove the tables are as claimed. Let D, be the diagonal subgroup 
generated by special elements. We first prove two lemmas. 
LEMMA 3.1. If  c is 2-transitive and n 3 3 or G = D,, zuhere n = 5, then 
D, = D,,, for some e, g. 
Proof. Let Hi,j be the subgroup of D, trivial on positions not i or j. Clearly 
D, is generated by the Hi,j . I f  G is doubly transitive, the proof of Lemma 2.2 
of [7] applies and Hl,R = ([E, l,..., EJ], [l,..., 1, @I) where 1 Hl,n 1 = ef and 
f  = e/g. By 2-transitivity [E, l,..., &][l, E ,..., eJ]-l = [E, l -l ,..., ] E H,,, . As Hi,j 
is conjugate to HI,, we may assume j = -1. As [ . . . . in ,..., & ,... ] = e,e;’ for 
i < k < n and [ . . . . DEB ,... ] = eLgen , the result holds if G is 2-transitive. 
Assume G = (6, ?> = D,, where 6 = (I, 2)(3,4), ? = (2, 3)(4, 5). Then D, 
is generated by conjugates of HIS2 and H3,* . Again by the proof of Lemma 2.2 
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TABLE II 
G = A,, 
Group 
Generators Generators 
It of D IDI of M Conditions 
1 n>4 D e.g en-if h I..., L-2 
2 n=6 D e.0 , ce 3@f 4 9 u2 , u.3 3c-1 II e 
3 n=5 D e.Ll 8f Ul> u1 , us 3”-’ II e 
4 n=4 D b, b.B > 2ey t1 I t2 2b-1 I] e 
5 n=4 D b, C.l , 2e3f t1, t, 2*-l II e 
6 ?I=4 D b; Qf #, C-l P t1 9 t, 2b-2 II e 
7 n=3 
I I I t 
e, , ep , e3 , e, efh h 
ti = (i, i + 1, i + 2); u1 = (1,2)(3, 4); uz = (2,3)(4, 5); 
us = [I, Y, Y-‘3 1, 1, 11(2, 3)(5,6); u; = [Y, Y-‘, 1, Y-‘, rl(l, 2)(4,5); 
I Y I = 3”; co = [P, Y, Y, Y, Y, A; t; = [l, 8, 1, B-%2, 3,4); 
I B I = 2? t; = U, 8’, 1, B-81(2, 3,4); 6, = U% B, 8-‘9 B-‘I; 
b; = VP, 8, p, fl]; e; = [c, cf, 11; ei = [l, co, 11; ei = [et, 1, e]; 
ei = [p, pa, pL-1-a]; [ I* 1 = h; e 1 h; ph’* = l ; (j, e) = 1; f = e/g; 
jS=-lmodg;a=orderofj+1modg;1+s+s4~0 
mod[(h/e)a]; a I 1 + js. 
TABLE III 
Generators Generators 
G n of D IDI of M Conditions 
-G(2) 8 De,, e’f Wl , w2 9 w3, w4 or=1 
8 De,, > 4 > 4 > 4 $4 16e’f Wlr w, 1 w!J I WI OL = 1orj3,2b-111e 
P.%(7) 7 De., e”f Wl , WP 9 wl 
7 Da,, > 4 > 4,4 8esf WI, wz 9 WI 2*-l 11 e 
A5 6 De., e”f Ul, %,%I lx=1 
6 De., , (10 22f Ul , UP , WJ 2O-’ 11 e 
DlO 5 DC,, , m, > mz ePfhz Ul 9 u2 
w, = ul = (1, 2)(3, 4); w, = (1, 3)(5, 6); wa = (1, 5)(2, 7); 
w4 = [l, 1, 191, 0~9 a-*, 1, 11(5,6)(7, 8); ug = (2, 3)(4, 5); 
ua = [l, 1, OL, 01-l, 1, 1](3,4)(5,6); 1 iy I = 2”; dl = [/3, jt-‘, ,9, 8-l ,... 1; 
dz = w;ld,w,; d, = w;ld,wl; d, = w;ld,w,; I fi I = 2b; 
a, = [a, OL, OL, a-*, a-‘, ‘Y-‘1; 772, = [p, p-l, pj, p-j, 11; rn? = [pi, 1, ~1, p-j, p-l]; 
1 p 1 = h; e 1 h; phf* = c; j* - j - 1 3 0 mod(h/e). 
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of [7] H1,s = <a1 , as) where a, = [ej, E, 1, 1, I], a, = [@, 1, 1, 1, I], E is a 
primitive eth root of 1 and g 1 e; and H3,4 = (b, , b,) where br = [I, 1, p, p2, 11, 
b, = [l, 1, 1, p”, 11, TV is a primitive mth root of 1 and K 1 m. But if Or = (~6))’ 6~6 
and p = +6~, or-+lu~l~ular = [ 1, 1, e-1, E, l] and +/?-%&r~ = 
[p, p-l, 1, 1, 11. Hence e = m, E =p, I= i = - 1 and as above, the lemma holds. 
LEMMA 3.2. (a) If c is 3-transitive and n > 4 all elements of D with n - 3 
eigenvulues 1 lie in D, . 
(b) If G is 4-transitive and n > 5 all elements of D with n - 4 e&nvulues 
1 lie in D, . 
Proof. For (a), let g, = [u, b, c, 1 ,...I. By 3-transitivity a conjugate g, of 
g, has form [a, b, 1 ,..., ic ,... 1, i > 4. A conjugate h of g;‘g, has form [c, 1, c-l, 
l,...] E D, . As g,h E D, , g, E D, . So (a) holds; similarly (b) holds. 
We now prove Table I is correct. Suppose we have a type 1 element. The 
2’-parts of type 1 elements lie in D, . By conjugating and scaling the second 
basis vector correctly, we obtain a, with 1 01 1 = 2”. Conjugating a, we obtain 
a, = [ . . . , ix, j+1y,. . . ](i, i + 1). Scaling the i + 1 basis vector correctly, we may 
assume N = 1. As ar2, uip are conjugate y = 01 and we have a2 ,..., u,-~ . By 
Lemma 3.1, D, = D,,, . As a,*uT2 = [CY, 1, 01-l ,... 1, 2a 1 e; as u,2u;1a,2u;’ = 
[01~, l,... 1, 2a-1 /f. As the natural map (a, ,..., a,-,) + S, has kernel diagonal 
elements of determinant a power of a*, the diagonal group of (al ,..., a,-,) is 
generated by conjugates of u12uy2 and a12u;1u12u;1 and hence is in D, . If n > 4 
and G contains types 2 or 3 elements, or if n > 5 and G contains type 4 elements, 
multiplying by a conjugate of a, , ala2 , or urus , we obtain elements in D, by 
Lemma 3.2. If we have a type 2 element and n 3 5, by scaling correctly 
we obtain rl = [I, 1, -I,... ](1,2) and r2 = [l, 1, 1, 1, -I,... ](3,4). But 
(2,)-l Y;lY,Y,Y,(2,4) rl = [I, - 1, l,... ]( 1,2), a type 1 element. So if n >, 5, 
we obtain a type 1 element and G is group 1. 
Suppose n = 4 and we have type 1 elements. Type 2 and 3 elements are in 
(%,a2 7 a3, Dl). Type 4 elements are conjugate to x = [is, /3-l, y, r-‘I( 1,2)(3,4). 
Then xa,u,a;‘uy2u, = [/3, /3-l, y, y-l] = d. But u;‘da,d = [I, 1, p, ym2] and 
a;‘du,d-l = [&?-2, /12, 1, 11; hence we may assume /3, y are 2b roots of 1 where 
2b-1 1 e. If either is not primitive, 2b j e and G is group 1. Otherwise 
4 = L 1, BY-‘, B-54 E 4 as I PY-’ I 1 e and b, = dd, giving group 2. If G has no 
type 1 elements, we easily obtain sl , s2 , s3 . If 2 1 e, [- 1, 1, - 1, l] E D, and 
[ - 1, 1, - 1, l] sl is type 1. As before type 2 and 3 elements are in (sl , s2 , s, , Dl>. 
If there are no type 4 elements, we have group 3 as (-1) is the diagonal sub- 
group of <sl , s2 , 3 s >. If there is a type 4 element x, as above, s,s,x = d = 
[-/3-l, p, -y-l, 71. Again s;‘ds,d-l = [-192, -/I-~, 1, 11, s;‘ds,d-l = [I, 1, 
-y*, --Y-~]; hence we may assume 8, y are 2” roots of 1. So (/3, r) 2 {Al, &i}. 
If either /3 or y is &l, d or d2 contradicts 2 ‘I e. If p # y, s;“ds,d-l = 
[I, -1, -1, 11. So 4 holds. 
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Assume 7t = 3. Assume type 1 elements exist. If x = [/?, ,V, -l](l) 2) is a 
type 2 element, when 2 1 e, x E {ai , 4). If 2 f e, ol = 1 and .q = [& /z-l, ---I]; 
so we may assume /3 = -1 and x E (a1 , Dl , -I). If II = /j3, y, (&)-l](l, 2,3) 
is a type 3 element, [I, 01-l, CY-‘1 qa,u = [(,Br)-l, 8, ~1. Let D, consist of all 
unimodular diagonal elements. As a1 exists, the proof of Lemma 2.2 of [7] 
shows D, = (xi , xa) where 3c, = [y, yi, y-l-j], x2 = [l, yk, y+]. But ca = 
-1 -1 
u~1x~1a,1u,u2x~a, a, u,u,.r, = [y, y-z, ~1 and u;-‘c,u,u;lc;lu, = [Y-~, 1, F]. 
Thus we may assume 1 y 1 = 3” where 3c-1 1 e. As D, C (Dl , c,), we obtain 
groups 1, 5, 6, and 7. If there are no type 1 elements, s; , s; exist and other 
type 2 elements are in (si , s; , DJ. The same argument as above gives groups 8 
and 9. 
We now examine Table II when n > 4. By Lemma 3.1, D, = D,,, . First 
assume G contains type 3 elements. If n 3 5 as in Lemma 1.4 of [6’J t, ,..., t,-, 
exist. If 12 > 5 and G contains type 3 elements, or if n 3 6 and G contains 
type 4 elements, multiplying by a conjugate of t, or t,t, , we obtain elements in 
D, by Lemma 3.2. If IZ = 5 let x = [CY, a-l, /3, p-i, l](l, 2)(3,4). As permutations 
are in (tl , t, , t3), d = [a, 01-l, /I, ,&I, l] ED. Also (2, 3,4)(1, 2, 5) d-l(l, 5, 2) 
d(2,4, 3)( 1,2, 5) d(l, 5,2) d-l = [l, 01, 1, 01-l, I] E D, . Hence x E (tl , t, , t, , Dl) 
and if n 2 5 and type 3 elements exist, we obtain group 1. If n > 7, G contains 
type 3 elements as otherwise the permutation matrices m, = (1, 2)(3,4) and 
ma = (I, 5)(6,7) are obtained by correct scaling of type 4 elements and (qQ2 
is a type 3 element. 
If n = 5 and there are no type 3 elements, we have z+ = (1,2)(3,4), 
ua = (2,3)(4, 5), and uj = [y, y-l, 1, 8, /3-‘](I, 2)(4, 5). By applying Lem- 
ma 7.2.2 of [5] the diagonal subgroup of (z(i , uq , ui) is generated by conjugates 
of [$, (r&l, 1, 1, 11, [r3, y-3, 1, 1, I], and [p3, p-3, 1, 1, I]. So we may assume 
y, /3 are 3” roots of unity where 3c-1 1 e. If 3” I e or I y / f 3c or I /3 / f 3c, we 
may multiply z& by an element of D, to get (1, 2)(4, 5); but ur( 1, 2)(4, 5) is 
type 3. So I y ) = I /3 1 = 3” and I # / 1 3c-1; hence by multiplying u; by an 
element of D, , we may assume /3 = y-l, giving group 3. 
If 1z = 6 and there are no type 3 elements, we obtain ui , ug , u3 as in the 
table. The diagonal group of (ui , u *, us) is generated by conjugates of 
[y, y-3, 1, 1, 1, I] and [rP5, y, y, y, y, 71. As above we may assume 1 y 1 = 3”, 
3+l /I e, giving group 2. 
If n = 4, we have tl = (1, 2, 3) and x = [I, (II, 1, &](2, 3,4). A type 3 
element, or its inverse, is conjugate to t = [z?, y, @y)-l, 1](1, 2, 3). So 
d = tt;’ = [#I, y, (/3r>-l, I]. We obtain t~‘dx-‘t,‘dt,xt,dx-lt,Idt,x = 
[Y-~, 1, 1, p] E D, and similarly [/3-2, ,P, 1, I] E Dl . Thus the 2’-part of d is 
in D, and we may assume one of 8, y is a primitive 2’ root of 1 where 2+1 I e. 
But then one of 1 /3 1, I y I, or I & 1 divides e and multiplying d by an element 
of D, we see 2’ 1 e; hence we have t E <u r , X, DJ. As the diagonal subgroup 
of (z(i , x) is generated by conjugates of [LY, 01, 01-l, CC’] and [x2, OL-~, 1, I] E D, , 
we may assume either 01 = 1 or OL is a primitive 2’~ root of unity where 2=-l 11 e. 
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We may assume a type 4 element t = p, p-l, y, r-‘](I, 2)(3,4). Then 
dl = X-ltxt,X(tXtl)-l = [l , /3+, a~-‘~-l, am1y2] is unimodular and as in the 
above argument, 4 E Dl . Thus da = [l, 1, ,8+, ,&ir] E Dl as ) ,8y-1 1 ) e. 
Replacing t by d,t, we may assume y = B. But then dl = [I, 1, a/?, a-$9] E D, . 
So we may assume /3 is a primitive 2b root of 1 where 2b-* 1 e. If 01 = 1, 2b-1 ) e 
and we obtain group 1 or group 4 with b, = t~‘txt~’ and x = t, . If a # 1 
and there are no type 4 elements we obtain group 5 with b, = [a, a, a-1, a-‘] 
and x = t; (in the table a is replaced by /3). If a # 1 and 2”-l 1 e, dl E Dl implies 
2” / e, a contradiction. So 2”-* I/ e. Multiplying x by a conjugate of dl , we may 
assume a = $; we get group 6 with bi = (t~t~)-l. 
Let 7t = 3. We obtain t, = (1,2,3) E G. We first examine D, . Let rA be 
the elements in D, trivial in positions A _C {1,2,3}. Consider Yz ; as .5$ cannot 
contain Z, x Z, x Z, , ra N Z, x Z, where f 1 e and e is the exponent of Ya . 
Let e = np;i; let xi = [ai , ,& , l] have order pp. Assume say ] xi ( = ( ai ( > 
I /$ I. So E’ = tiis where pi I s and xit~lxi(t~lxit~l~,st;-‘)S t, = [q , a$j*+l, l] 
has both nontrivial eigenvalues primitive pri roots of 1; a similar result holds if 
1 ai [ < 1 /3i I. Therefore, there is an element e; = [E, &, l] in 5s with I E ] = 
/ d 1 = e, i.e., (j, e) = 1. As I q;.a I = f ,  Fl,3 = (ei} where e; = [l, eg, l] with 
g = e/f. As e;(t;‘e;tr’e;-‘t;“)-j = [&+j3, 1, 11, j3 E - 1 modg. As [l, E, &] = 
[G, 1, l ]j e;+[l , cl+ja, 11, D, = (ei , eh , e;) where ei = [&, 1, ~1 and 1 D, I = e*f. 
Let Y be the unimodular diagonal elements. As type 3 elements lie in (tl , .F), 
D = (Dl , Y). Let h be the exponent of Y. As e;ek-’ = [cl-j, &, c-l] E .Y, e 1 h. 
If h = np;i, by conjugation we can find elements xi where xi = [ai , pi , (LY~~J-~] 
and 1 ai 1 =&i. Let n xi = ei = [p, pa, ~-l-~] where 1 p I = /z. Replacing ei 
by an appropriate power, @Je = E. Clearly elements of .Y times an appropriate 
conjugate of ei lie in D, . Also x = tle$~le~--s = [l, +-s--s*, $+s+sa] E D, and 
conjugates of e; lie in (ei , x). Hence D = (Dl , ei). It is easily seen that the 
unimodular subgroup of Y1 is generated by y = [I, l , <-“I where a is the 
minimal positive integer such that (j + 1)~ = 0 mod g. So (I I g and 1 y j = e/u. 
As x E (y), 1 + s + s* = 0 mod[(h/e)a]. Also (e~)hle(ej)l+s(e;)-l-j(l+s, = 
[l, •~-j-j’(i+~), 11. So s - j - j*( 1 + s) = 0 mod g. Multiplying by j2, as 
(j, g) = 1, and using j3 E - 1 mod g, we have (1 + j)( 1 + js) = 0 mod g. So 
al 1 +js. 
We now examine Table III. By Lemma 3.1, in all cases, D, = D,,, . First 
consider G = AG,(2). By correct scaling we obtain w, , w2 2 eo, 9 w4 * The 
diagonal subgroup of (wul , we , w, , w4) is generated by conjugates of [a*, ap2,...] 
and [a, a-l, a, a-l ,... 1. Hence we may assume I a I = 2”, 2”-1 1 e. Let t be a 
type 4 element; by conjugation we may assume t = [& y, /3-l, y-l,...](w1w2)*. 
So d = t(wlwJz = l;s, y, p-l, y-l ,... 7. But w,dw2d = [1, r*, 1, y-* ,... ] and 
wad~~d-~ = p-2, 1, /3*, 1 ,...I. So multiplying t by an element of D, , we may 
assume /3 = y, I /3 1 = 2b, 2”-i I e. If 2” I e, we may assume a = 1. If 2=-l II e, 
we may assume OL = /3. So dl E D and conjugates of dl lie in (Dl , dl , d, , d3 , d4). 
We remark that in this last case D/D, is the [8,4,4] doubly even self-dual 
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extended Hamming binary code and e is its full automorphism group. (See 
[1 I].) A similar argument holds if G = P%,(7), the code arising there being 
the [7, 3,4] simplex code dual of the Hamming [7,4,3] code. 
If G = A, and n = 6, we obtain u1 , up, uQ . The diagonal subgroup of 
(% , u2 , z+) is generated by conjugates of [a*, 01~* ,... ] and [cu, 01, (Y, &, a-l, &I; 
so we may assume 1 ar 1 = 2a, 2”-1 1 e. If t is a type 4 element, by conjugation 
tu, = VT /l-l, y, y-1, 1, l] = d. But z@du,d = [p*, ,f?‘,... 1, ~;~du,d-’ = 
[1,1,y-2,y2,1,1] andsowemayassumep=r, \pl=2band2b-1/e. But 
~y~~,~d~,d~ld-~~,‘d-~~~~~‘~~~~ = [ 1, 1, y-l, y, 1, l] and so 2b 1 e. Thus we 
mayassumey=/?= 1. 
If G = D,,, and 11 = 5, we obtain u1 , u2 . Clearly type 4 elements are in the 
subgroup generated by u1 , u2 and 9 = ([y, y-l, 8, a-*, l] E 0). Let h be the 
exponent of Y. Let x = [y, y-l, 6, S-l, l] have order h. Then xl = 
z+~~~~x(E~~u~)~ ~(5”“~)~ z+ = [a, 6-l, Sy, Py-l, l] E 5. As I(r, S)l = h, there 
exist Y, s such that IyrSs 1 = h. Hence z = xrxIs = [p, p-l, $, p-i, l] where 
1 p 1 = h. ClearlyY _C (z, Dl) and e 1 h. As above z, = [pi, p-5, &, ,&p-j, l] E 
9. But ~$9 = [l, 1, $-j-l, @-j-l), l] E D, . Hence j* - j - 1 G 0 
mod(h/e). Using this fact it is easy to show that the conjugates of z = m, lie in 
<ml 9 m2 p Dl> where m, = u2ulz+ru2~u2 . The result follows. 
We now examine Table IV in the case 12 a 6. First we show Dl = De,g,j,r. 
Every special diagonal element is conjugate to [a, ,6, I,...] or [cy, 1, ,&...I. As 
[P, 01, I,...] and P, 1, +.I are also in D, by the proof of Lemma 2.2 of [7], if 
9 = <[01, /? ,... ] ED> and Y = ([oL, 1, /3 ,... ] ED), then&! = ([&, E, l,... 1, [ED, l,... 1) 
and 9 = <[u7, 1, u ,... 1, [P, I,... 1) where ( E / = e, 1 W 1 = ef, f  = e/g, (j, e) = 1, 
j2~1modg,/a~=s,)Y~=st,t=s/m,(I,s)=1,andZz~1modm.Note 
that (1, 3)(2, 4)(3, 4)(5, 6)[oz, 1, c ,... ]-l(3, 4)(5, 6)-l[uz, 1, u ,... ](l, 3)(2, 4)-l = 
[ (T, u--I, l,...]. So s j e and we may assume u = 8 where Y = e/s. By transitivity 
(urn> = <@> implying t =f and g = rm. As [er, c-‘,...I E $8, -rj + kg s r 
mod e for some k, or equivalently (j + 1)~ = 0 modg. Also (1, 5, 3)(2, 6,4)-l 
(3, 5)(4, 6)-l[u’, 1, u ,... ](3, 5)(4, 6)[u’, 1, u ,... ]-l(l, 5, 3)(2, 6, 4) = [u-l, 1, u ,... ] 
and we may assume I= - 1. So by conjugation we have fl ,..., fn . It suffices 
to show (fl ,..., f,,) 4 G. Let ai = [ . . . . ids ,... ] where i > 1. If i is odd, 
ai = fimfi as rm = g; if i is even, ai = (f &fi)-i fiD. Conjugates of fii are file 
or b,, = [ . . . . 2k--Ic, & ,... 1. But j* = 1 modg implying j* = 1 + xg and b2k = 
f  ik,a;& . Conjugates of f3 , f5 ,..., fnml are ci’,: where c#,~ = [ . . . . i~-T ,..., lie7 ,... 1. 
If k is even, i # k - 1; also (j + 1)~ = 0 mod g implies jr + r = yg and 
Ci,k = Ci,l;-lfkcaL.l . So we may assume k is odd. If i is even, k # i - 1, and 
c{,~ = ci-l,lcf ;)hF’, and we may assume i is odd also. If i = 1, c~,~ = fk ; if 
i > 1, civlz = fT1ffi . 
We refer to G = En,, * S,,, and Etn-2~j2 * S,,, as cases 1 and 2, respectively. 
In case 1, if we have a type 1 element, by correct scaling we obtain u, w, ,..., w, , 
where we may assume (a! 1 = 2” 1 e. If we had a type 2 element, after conjugation 
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it has form ui = [I, 1, -1, 1,...](1,2); then we could have chosen u = 
wsw4(w,)* W4W6. By conjugation in (u, w4 ,..., w,> other type 1 and 2 ele- 
ments have the forms u’ = [/3, y ,... ]( 1,2) and u” = [fl, p-l, - I,... ](I, 2). But 
U’ E (u, Dl) and d = wsw4(u”w,)* w,w, = [--I, 1, -I,...] ED, giving U” E 
<u, Dl). In case 2, by correct scaling and ordering we have er, = [l, 1, /3, p-l,...] 
(1, 2)(3, 4), ~4 ,..., w,, . so v = w&w,w,w,v,w,w, . 
In either case a type 4 element is conjugate to either t, = [/3, B-l, 6, S-l,...] 
(1, 2)(3, 4) or t, = [r, v, y-l, v-l ,... ]( 1, 3)(2,4). E xamine t, in case 1. We have 
d = t,(~w,)~ = [CL/~, b-l, ~8, 6-l ,... 1, dl = w4u-3w4dw4uw4d = [(a/3)*, 8-2, I,... 1, 
and d2 = dd~1w4wsd-1w,w4w,dw, = [ 1, 1, fl-%, p&-l,. . .] E D, . Replacing t, by 
d;‘t, we may assume fl = 6. As dl ED, , we may assume I/3 [ = 2b where 
2b-1 1 e. If 2” [ e, clearly ti E (u, w4, Dl). A similar argument holds in case 2. 
If t, exists where 2b-1 11 e, we may assume or = l el and /?a = pi in the notation 
of the table replacing the fi’s by appropriate powers. So OL = crt in case 1. As 
u* = [01, a,...] and dl are in the Sylow 2-subgroup of (fr , f2), namely, 
a+, L-1, [4, El ,...I>, we have equivalently (j - 1)t = 0 modg, and 
2t + 1 + j E 0 mod g, . Multiplying the latter by j as j* = 1 mod g, , and 
subtracting the former we obtain (j + I)(t + 1) = 0 modg, . In case 1 we 
obtain 6, ,..., b, where b, = d by conjugation. Using conjugates of u*, dl E D, 
we can show (Dl , b4 ,..., b,) Q G. In case 2 we obtain bl ,..., b: where b; = tiv 
(with /3 = 6) and using conjugates of dl = w,v~,b~~~w,vw,b~ = p, P-2, l,...] E Dl 
we can show (Dl , bi ,..., bh) d G. Clearly in either case other conjugates of 
type 4 elements of the same form as t, lie in (D, , b, ,..., 6,) or (D, , bi ,..., b’,), 
respectively. As dl is in the Sylow 2-subgroup of <fi , f2), g, 1 j + 1 in case 2. 
Now examine t, in either case 1 or 2. So t,w, = [y, V, y-l, v-l,...]. Let F = 
a’/, v, y-l, v-l ,...I E 0). Let h be the exponent of F’; then e / h. Similarly to 
Lemma2.2 of [7], F = (c4 = [y, ye, y-l, Y-~, l,,.. 1, [l, y”, 1, Y-~ ,... 1) C (c4, Dl> 
where 1 y 1 = h. We may assume yhie L- l . If x = u or x = wsvws in cases 1 
or 2, respectively, y = XC~XC;~ = [yc-1, yi-c,...] E D, implying ye-i = 8 and 
(j -+ 1)K = 0 mod g. By conjugation we obtain c, ,..., c, . Using conjugates of 
y E D, , it is easily shown that (D, , c, ,..., c,> <I G. As (c4yw4y-1w4)hfef,1f4 = 
[El+P(h/e)-j, 1, E-(l+k(h/e)-j), 1 ,...I E (f3) implying 1 + K(h/e) -j = 0 mod Y. 
We remark that if 2’~ 1 h, multiplying b, or b; by a power of cq gives an element 
z = [a1 > %J, a3, a4,*.. ] ED where the ai’s are 2b-1 roots of unity implying 
z E D, and so (b4 ,..., b,) or (b; ,..., b;) is contained in (c4 ,..., c, , 4). Thus 
if both b’s and c’s are needed to generate D, we may assume 2b-1 11 h. 
The case n = 4 and G = En12 * S,,, or EG-~),~ * S,,, yield messy descrip- 
tions for D and are omitted. 
4. THE NONMONOMIAL CASE 
In this section we discuss the nonmonomial groups. So n is even. Let m = n/2 
and let D be the block diagonal subgroup. If X is the representation of G acting 
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on F-, then X 1 D = X, @ me* @ X, where the Xi are irreducible of degree 2 
acting on Fi . Clearly by choosing the basis correctly, G = /;D, t, ,..., t,,,) 
where 
ti = 
I 
0 I 
I 0 
with Vimlti -1 Fi . 
We denote the elements of D by ,A @ ,B @ *a* @ ,C where each matrix is 
a 2 X’ 2 matrix. Again a presubscript on a diagonal entry will tell its position 
and an entry not recorded will be the identity. The generators of G are conjugates 
under (ts ,..., t,,,) to 
or B@C@... where B @ C has two eigenvalues 1. Hence generators of D 
areconjugatesofA@A-l@...orB@C@.... 
We let g1 , 9?s , S’s be two-dimensional unimodular representations of 
S&(5), S&(3), Q, respectively, where Q is the quaternion group. Let tZi be 
the direct sum of m copies of gi . Let E = [E, E] where E is a primitive eth root 
of 1. Let Z,,, = (e, ,..., em) where ei = **.@iE@.**@,E-l for 1 ,(i,( 
m - 1 and e,,, = *** @ mEg where g ( e. In Table V Tm represents T x T x 
*.’ x T (m copies) and Q = 2, x 2,. As G = (D, t, ,..., t,) we only need 
to describe D. (See [I, 71 for matrix representations of ai , B, and C in Table V.) 
We prove Table V. Let n 3 6. Let H be the subgroup of D which acts 
trivially on Vs @ *** @ V, and HI the subgroup of H trivial on 57s . Clearly 
D is generated by conjugates of H and by transitivity, the matrices in X,(D) 
are those in X,(H). Also Z(D) is g enerated by conjugates of A @ B @ ... 
where A, B are scalar. As n > 6, similarly to Lemma 3.1, Z(D) = Z,,, for 
some e and g. As X,(H) is primitive, by [I], X,(H> is projectively A, , S, , 
or A,. I f  b = B, @ B, @ . . . . c = C, @ C, @ ... E H, bt3ct,b-1t,c-1t, = 
B,C,B;;ICF~ @ -.a E Hl . Hence X,(H,) contains g1 , ga, or ga , respectively. 
We examine the three possibilities. 
Case 1. X,(H)/Z(X,(H)) N A, . 
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TABLE V 
Group Generators of D D/Z(D) N 
2 a, ze.0, Yl ST 
3 a2 > z,, , y; A,” * Z”-’ 2 
Yi = <ri , tiyitj I2 <i < m>; 
Y; = <t,y:t, I2 Q j < m>; 
y1 = B @I 0 ...;y; = B @B-’ @ . . . . 
yt=C@I@ . . ..y. = c @C-l @ . . . . 
B is a 2-element; yl*, y;” E Z,,,; 
C is a 3-element; ya3, yy E Z.,, 
As A, does not extend projectively in two dimensions by [I], clearly 
D = G& o Z,., and we have group 1. 
Case 2. X,(H)/Z(X,(H)) 5f S, . 
Then H = {K, x, t,xt,) 0 Z(H) where K = (A, @ A, @I @ a*- 1 Ai E sz> 
andx=B@C@I@*.. with x $ K, x2 E K 0 Z(H). If, say, C = AS where 
A E 8, with S scalar, then we may assume C = S. So xt,t,t,x-rt,xt,t, = 
SB@I@ *.. implying we may assume C = I. If B, C are not of the form AS, 
then t,t,x-1t,t2t,xt, = B @ B-l @I @ ..a and we may assume C = B-l. In 
either case, we may assume B is a 2-element and B2 is a scalar. This gives 
groups 2 and 3. 
Case 3. X,(H)/Z(X,(H)) N A, . 
So H={L,y,t2yt,)oZ(N) whereL=<A,0A2010...IAiE~~) and 
y=B@C@ *..withy#L,y3ELoZ(H).AsaboveifC=ASwhereAE%,, 
S a scalar, we may assume C = I. If C = RS where R E By”, and S is a scalar, 
t,t,yt,y-9,t2t,y = BRS @ I @ *** and again we may assume C = I. Otherwise 
C E B-%‘$ and t&y-9st2t,yt, = B @ B-l @ *** and we may assume C = B-l. 
In either case we may assume B is a 3-element, B3 is scalar. Thus we have 
groups 4 and 5. 
The case n = 4 is as follows. Z(D) = (E @ Ej, I @ EQ) where (j, e) = 1. 
Also D/Z(D) is a subdirect product of either A, , S, , or A, with itself. All 
subdirect products of this type can be generated by special elements. The 
values of j in Z(D) depend upon the subdirect product. 
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